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AB2088 If you have tried to use Autodesk Revit software to produce finish plans or interior elevations, you may have found it challenging to develop an acceptable workflow. Many approaches are often employed; using materials, split face, and paint or simply using text notes and symbols. Each of these approaches has its benefits and its limitations. However, without one consistently reliable approach, the project team can suffer. Developments in recent releases of Revit offer a compelling alternative. Revit 2012 introduced parts and 2013 has overhauled materials. While neither of these feature enhancements was specifically designed for designating finishes, you can nonetheless build a very compelling workflow with parts and materials being the central component of the workflow. In this class, we will look at parts, understand their features, and couple them with the new materials functionality to make a very compelling workflow for designating and documenting finishes in your architectural and interiors projects.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:

- Use the Revit Parts functionality to create and edit Parts
- Divide the interior surfaces using Parts
- To build Materials for interior finish designations
- Share Materials with other users
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Contact me directly from the contact form at my website: www.paulaubin.com
Introduction
This is not the first class I have taught on techniques to designate finishes in Revit. Two years ago at Autodesk University I taught the class: “Make a Strong Finish! Revit® Interiors and Finishes”. It is posted on the AU Online website and you can view the recorded version if you like. This class can be thought of a follow-up to that class in some ways, except that this time two releases of Revit have come out since then I am focusing more on new functionality that was either not available at the time that I did that class or has been enhanced since then.

I will therefore not repeat much of the material from that class and I encourage you to view the online recording and/or download and read the paper. I do however want to reiterate at least the basic premise from that course here because it is still applicable here.

Basic class Assumptions
We should start our discussion with the understanding that there is no “one correct” way to designate and/or document finish selections in Revit. However, there are lots of acceptable ways to do it. (Naturally some are more suitable than others). Before embarking on any of the specifics of any particular technique, I would like to cement one very important concept first. Nearly everything we do can be measured against a simple litmus test:

\[ \text{How much effort is required? and what benefit do we receive from doing it?} \]

When measured against this criterion, some tasks in Revit are clear “winners.” Building a model from walls, doors, floors and roofs requires a relatively low degree of effort and offers many benefits. The project browser requires little effort to learn and use and offers tremendous benefit to the project and process. And the list goes on. On the other hand, there are other procedures that do not offer such clear benefits for the amount of effort expended. For example, it would be theoretically possible to model each piece of door hardware and physically add this geometry to the doors in the model. This might offer some benefit vis-à-vis the compilation of the door schedule and perhaps in generating renderings, but in most cases, the amount of effort expended and the drain on overall performance that the project team would experience as a result would not be sufficient to justify the approach.

Therefore, when developing a process or procedure, imagine a balancing scale like the one illustrated in Figure 1. Put all of the items that contribute to the amount of effort on one side and the expected benefits on the other side. The decision is easy to make if the scales are unbalanced; in other words, if there is very little effort required and a great deal of benefit to be gained, then we will have little trouble justifying that course of action. On the other hand, if the effort is great but the benefits are few, then the decision is also easy; we should avoid that course of action. The decision becomes much more difficult when the scales are more closely balanced. In this situation, we will be expending a good deal of effort and seeing only moderate benefit. Here we must consider our course of action carefully. A miscalculation in the effort side can shift the balance and rob us of crucial benefits.
In many ways there is not a completely scientific way to perform the effort vs. benefit analysis, but none-the-less, for the purposes of our discussion let’s refer to this analysis of effort vs. benefit as the “EVB ratio” or EVB. Consider then Figure 2. If we assume that for any given task that we currently perform, we expend a certain amount of effort and in exchange we receive certain benefits, this can be seen as our “Current EVB.” Our goal therefore when implementing new technology or procedures should be to increase the EVB (shift to the right of the scale) where possible and at the very least, equal our Current EVB. We definitely do not want to end up with a negative or Lower EVB than we currently enjoy.

Note: Another important consideration when making the EVB analysis is to consider factors beyond technology. In other words, don’t just put Revit-specific items on the scales. Also factor in the personnel who will perform the tasks, each person’s level of training in the tools and techniques, project budgets, timeframes, etc. Sometimes you find the scales are perfectly balanced until you add some critical non-technology based criterion into the mix.

With this backdrop in place, we can move into the very specific discussion of specifying, documenting and reporting finishes in a Revit Architecture project. It is important to reiterate that there are many potential approaches to this topic. Whether a particular approach will make sense for your firm has much to do with how you arrive at your firm’s specific EVB. So please keep the concept of EVB in mind as we explore the possibilities.

**Understanding Revit Parts**

Approaches to finishes in Revit can be grouped by the overall approach. You can designate all materials two-dimensionally using annotation symbols and drafted entities or you can model the finish materials. You can also do a combination of the two. The reason that there is no clear cut way to do finishes is because there are significant pros and cons to each approach. In this class I will focus on modeling finishes and specifically doing so with the Parts and Materials features in Revit 2013. This is not to imply that the other approaches are less valid. Please do explore all possibilities and likely you will adopt a combination of techniques in your workflow.
What are Parts?
Parts were introduced to Revit as a construction modeling toolset. The concept is simple. The Architect or primary author of the model can build the major components of the design using overall modeling components and System Families such as Walls, Floors, Ceilings and Roofs. Contractors receiving the model downstream can then use Parts to subdivide these overall components into more discrete pieces that represent the actual modular building components. This functionality even works through Revit Links! This means that the person building the Parts does not need to have direct access to the original model.

When enabling Parts for layered components like Walls, Floor and Ceilings, a Part is automatically created for each layer. You can further subdivide each layer into smaller Parts using the Divide Parts tool. Parts can be manipulated further using a variety of tools to edit their shape, material and even phase. They can be merged and deleted. But perhaps one of the most powerful features of Parts is that the original model is fully preserved and if it is edited, changes are propagated to the associated Parts—even through links!

Consider a few common use cases that are often demonstrated: An Architect creates a single Floor element for each story of the building. The contractor, using Parts, subdivides this single slab into multiple segments representing the individual concrete pours. Another example involves using Parts to create a standard 4 x 8 pattern on the surface of wall to help determine how many sheets of drywall will be required. Parts can be scheduled, so this is just one example of where they can be used to help generate construction quantities.

Using Parts for Interior Finishes
Examples like these are how Parts was conceived and how it has been promoted. However, if we consider the advantages noted, most “downstream” disciplines can benefit from the Parts functionality. Since our focus here in this class is on finishes let’s consider the advantages for finishes.

- **Separation of ownership**—The Architect can maintain ownership of the main model geometry and the Interior Designer can use Parts to further articulate the finishes. And as noted, they work through Links so if the Interiors is in a separate model, Parts is still a viable option.

- **Finishes can be modeled rather than drafted**—This is not always an advantage, as sometimes the model can become too “heavy” when finishes are modeled, but since Parts remain associated to their parent object, it is easier to maintain them.

- **Better control over display**—with Parts, it is almost like working on a separate layer. Parts can be shown or hidden per view. So views that do not need to the Parts can hide them and only the original model geometry will show.

- **Parts can have their own Materials**—Materials have traditionally had workflow issues. But improvements have been made in this release that help bridge some of the gaps.
Parts can be assigned their own Material. So using Parts and Materials together offers a compelling solution.

Creating Parts
Let’s walk through a quick exercise to see the basic features of Parts.

1. Create a new Revit project from the default Architectural template. (If you don’t have access to this template, you can use whatever default template you have).

2. Draw a single Wall and a small Floor slab. The sizes are not important. For the Wall, use the Interior - 4 7/8" Partition (1-hr) Wall Type or something similar. For the Floor, use the Steel Bar Joist 14" - VCT on Concrete Floor Type or something similar.

3. Open a default 3D view (see Figure 3).

4. Select both items and on the Modify | Multi-Select tab, on the Create panel, click the Create Parts button (see Figure 4).

5. Move your mouse around the edges of each element to pre-highlight the new Parts. Notice that each layer of the Wall and Floor structure is now a separate Part (see Figure 5).
Displaying Parts
The original elements are still preserved. To see and edit them, change the Parts Visibility setting on the Properties palette (see Figure 6).

Figure 6
You can Show just the Parts, just the Original or both. If you show both, you may need to use the TAB key to assist you in selections.

Dividing Parts
Now let's sub-divide our Parts. Make sure that Show Parts is selected for Parts Visibility on the Properties palette.

1. Select the topmost layer (Part) of the Floor element.

Take note of the settings and data on the Properties palette. Notice that the Thickness of the Part is just ¼". The Area and Volume of this Part is also shown. In the Identity Data grouping, we see the original Category and Family as well as the Material. We'll be making an adjustment here in just a moment (see Figure 7).
2. On the ribbon, click the Divide Parts button.

3. On the Modify | Division tab, click the Edit Sketch button.

This takes us into a sketch mode.

4. Using the sketch tools, you can draw any shape you like. Your goal is to divide the field into two or more smaller areas. You can draw past the edges of the Part, or create completely enclosed shapes (see Figure 8).
5. When you are done, click the Finish Edit Mode button to complete the sketch. Finish Edit Mode again to complete the Division.

**Change Part Materials**

On the Properties palette we can now change the Material assigned to one or more of the Parts.

6. Each of the subdivided areas is now its own Part. Select one of them.
7. On the Properties palette, uncheck the Material by Original checkbox.
8. This will enable the Material setting. Click the Browse icon and choose a new Material (see Figure 9).

![Figure 9](image)

There are several other things we can do with Parts, but those are the basic steps. If you look at the new Part, you should notice that the Area and Volume have adjusted to reflect the divisions you created. Depending on the Material you chose, the pattern and/or color onscreen should also have changed.

**Edit Division**

After you have subdivided a Part, you can use the Edit Division tool to modify the division later. This tool activates the Modify | Division tab of the ribbon. Use the Add and Remove buttons to add and remove other Parts to the current division (see Figure 10).

![Figure 10](image)

For example, if you have two adjacent Walls that have both had Parts enabled and you want to create a single division sketch that spans across both Wall, you first edit the division of one of the Wall/Parts, and then use the Add button to add in the other Wall/Part. Use Remove to reverse.
Intersecting References
This is a fast way to create division lines instead of sketching them. You can have Revit create a sketch line automatically wherever a Level, Grid or Reference Plane intersects the Part. The Intersecting References button launches a dialog for this purpose (see Figure 11).

![Figure 11](image)

Merge Parts
Select two or more adjacent Parts (Parts that share a physical edge) and then click the Merge Parts button to have them joined to create a single Part. If you edit the division, the original division line between the Parts will still be there, but it will not be expressed onscreen outside of Edit Division mode. This is similar to the behavior when merging more than one Curtain Wall Panel.

Exclude Parts
This removes a Part. It is like deleting the Part, however, it can still be highlighted and restored if desired.

Shape Handles
If you want to customize the shape of a Part beyond its boundaries (bigger or smaller), you can select the Part and on the Properties palette, check the Show Shape Handles checkbox. This will give you shape handle grips on all sides of the Part. You can then manipulate its shape directly onscreen.

Keep in mind that both exclude Parts and Shape Handle edits can make the Part’s appearance very different from the original. This can be useful in making a cutaway 3D detail or other diagram (see Figure 12).
Figure 12

Floor elements and Parts
When you create Parts from a Floor element, keep one thing in mind. Floor elements occur below the current Level (their thickness projects down instead of up). So a Floor element on Level 1 has a negative thickness if you will. This is important because when you convert them to Parts, they will disappear in plan views. Why? Floor elements have special built-in behavior for display in plans. They will automatically display a few feet below the current Level. Parts do not have this behavior. So if you want to see your Parts in plan views, you must adjust the View Range of the floor plan view. Change the View Depth only or both the Bottom and View Depth to a small negative value. Just enough to display your Parts (see Figure 13).

Figure 13

Material vs. Finish
Revit does not make a distinction between the material from which something is made and the way in which it is finished. Both items are represented with Revit Materials (Manage tab). For
example, in a building, interior partitions are made of studs and drywall (materials) but the drywall can be painted, tiled or have wall covering (finishes). Finishes like tile and carpet do have thickness, so if you chose to, you could actually model such items three-dimensionally while paint and wall covering could be considered to be two-dimensional (no thickness) for all practical purposes. Consider such issues carefully before deciding on a course of action. In general, we are typically encouraged to model things in Revit as close as possible to the way that they will actually be built in real life. This makes it tempting to model the actual finish components in our model three-dimensionally. The advantages of doing so could include more accurate graphical representation in all views, better quantity takeoffs and the ability to render the model directly in Revit. There are disadvantages as well. These include additional time and effort expended to model sometimes very fine details in the model, reduced performance resulting from more highly detailed 3D models, and difficulties achieving desired graphics in traditional 2D views like plans, sections and elevations.

In general, the more desired outputs from the BIM model (plans, sections, elevations, schedules, quantities and renderings), the easier it is to swing your EVB analysis toward modeling finishes in 3D. However, the more varied the needs of each of these deliverables (2D floor plan vs. 3D rendering for example), the more challenging the creation of a single model capable of accommodating all required needs becomes.

Time and space here do not allow coverage of every possible technique. As noted at the beginning of the paper, I have detailed several possible approaches in the paper from the previous Autodesk University class and once again encourage you to download and read it. Since our focus here is on Materials and Parts, I will limit the discussion to applying materials to Parts.

**Understanding Autodesk Materials**

Revit ships with the Autodesk Materials library. Nearly all Autodesk products now ship with the same core material library. This is important particularly if you have one of the Autodesk Suites. Material libraries you use and create in one Autodesk product will be easily transferable to other products such as AutoCAD, Inventor and Showcase. The default library includes a good basic set of architectural materials you can use right away in your projects. The material library can also be modified to create new materials to match your project’s specific needs. In addition to interoperability with other Autodesk products, many Revit specific materials features have been revamped in the current release including most noticeably the Materials dialogs. However, the basic functionality of Materials and the way you apply them remains largely the same as previous releases.

Materials are applied to elements in your model as either type or instance parameters. For layered elements such as Walls, Floors, Ceilings, and Floors, you apply materials to each individual layer in the assembly at the type level. Loadable component Families such as Doors, Windows, Furniture, and Equipment can use material parameters either at the type or instance level (see Figure 14).
Another way materials can be applied to objects is with the Paint tool. Found on the Modify tab, Geometry panel, the Paint tool will allow you to assign any material to a single face of an element. This simply applies an override to the assigned material for just the selected face. This can be useful if one side of a wall has one color of paint and the other side has a different color of paint. One wall type can be created and the Paint tool used to get the render appearance correct. If the entire face is not the same material, you can first use the Split Face tool to sketch a shape on the surface and then paint another material (see Figure 15). There is also a Remove Paint tool.
The Split Face and Paint tools are often suggested as a way to apply finishes to Interiors projects. While compelling, there are some significant limitations. Paint is simply an override applied to the surface of the Material. The underlying Material is still in the model, so if you are doing quantity takeoffs from Revit, use this tool carefully. Revit can display the Materials that are applied as paint in the schedule using a special parameter for this purpose. But careful planning should still be employed to ensure that quantities are accurate. Another challenge is with the Split Face tool. Split Faces cannot be hidden in any view. Therefore, you will end up with many visible edges in all views. Furthermore, the faces of a Linked model cannot be Split. So the team using Split Face must have access to the same model as the those building the model elements which is not always the case. In general, Split Face and Paint are good choices for quick and simple edits, but for projects with more extensive finish transitions, Split Face and Paint fall short of being a viable solution.

The final way in which materials can be defined is at the category level. When the material assignment is: <By Category> the category level material will be used. Use Object Styles on the Manage tab to view and assign category level materials. This can be helpful for items like trim applied as Wall Sweeps. In the Object Styles, you can assign the default Material to that subcategory and all the trim in the model will receive the designated material (see Figure 16).

Figure 16

The Material Browser and Editor
The out-of-the-box collection of materials shipping with Revit offers a good starting point. However, at some point you will need to modify and/or create your own materials. The process to edit and create materials is similar. There are three parts to the Materials interface: the
Material Browser, the Material Editor and the Asset Browser. The Material Browser is the primary material interface element. Use it to browse and assign materials to elements in the model. The Material Editor is accessed from the Material Browser and can be used to edit a material selected in the browser or to create a new material. Materials are comprised of "assets". Assets can be viewed and edited using the Asset Browser. Any work you do with materials usually begins with the Material Browser.

The “Materials Browser” dialog can be accessed from the Manage tab, on the Settings panel. You will also access this dialog when assigning a material to an element. The dialog lists all materials defined in your project. This is the top portion of the dialog. If the list is long, you can use the search field at the top to find a specific material. It also provides access to libraries stored outside your project. (This is the lower part of the dialog). This is a very exciting new feature of the Material Browser. You can now create and load material libraries (saved as ADSKLIB files). These files contain collections of materials that can be shared with other Revit users. In fact, an ADSKLIB file can be accessed by any Autodesk product that supports materials! This now makes it very easy to share materials between project files and even Family files. We’ll look at this functionality in more detail below.

To use or edit a material already in your project, simply select it from the list in the top portion of the Material Browser. Its properties will appear in the Material Editor. If you wish to use a material from the library, locate it in the library portion (lower) of the browser and then click the small icon that appears to add it to the current file. If you wish to edit a material, select it in the top portion of the browser and then edit its properties in the Material Editor.

A material is comprised of a collection of assets. At a minimum, a Revit material must contain a Graphics aspect and an Appearance aspect. You can see these assets listed directly beneath the preview image on the Material Editor. The Graphics aspect controls the most basic settings used by 2D and 3D hidden line and shaded views like plans, sections and axonometric views (see Figure 17).
Directly beneath the preview image, next to the material name is a small triangle control. If you click this, it will twirl down to reveal the identity data of the material such as model and manufacturer and keynote. In the Assets area, you select an asset to see and edit its properties. In Figure 17 the Graphics aspect is selected. As noted, these settings control the display of the material in most non-rendered views including shading color, surface and cut patterns.

It should also be noted that the Identity Data for the material is located in this area as well. The default Material Tag that ships with Revit looks to the Description field in this location. You may prefer to have your Material Tags reference a different field such as the “Mark”. To do this, edit the Material Tag Family and change the field referenced by the label (see Figure 18).
Select the Appearance aspect to see the settings that are used in realistic and ray trace visual styles and when rendering. Appearance usually includes a bitmap texture such as bricks or wood grain. There are often other settings specific to the kind of material. Many materials will have a second bitmap for a relief (similar to bump map) parameter and some (like glass) have transparency, reflectivity and even self-illumination. You can click through several materials in the browser and compare settings to get a sense of what is possible.

When image files are used for some part of the material, you can click the image to edit or view the properties of that image. This includes seeing the path to the image file, (or changing it to a different file if required), offsets, scale, etc. (see Figure 19).
Most materials will use some kind of image file. If you can obtain an image file of the material you are trying to create you can substitute your image file to get a custom look for the material. (Search the web or take a digital photo). The image settings will also include sizing information. You can use this to match the image used for the material to a real world size. Using the preview of the image and the sample size value you can get the image scaled properly to match a real world size when rendered. (For example, if you are creating a custom brick material, and the image file you have is three bricks wide by nine bricks tall, you would set the size to 2'-0"). Images may also be rotated if required.

Most default materials use the Graphics and Appearance aspects. If you are only concerned with how the material displays in your drawings and renderings, these two will give you everything you need. However, new to this release, we can add additional assets to our materials. These include Thermal and Physical aspects. Thermal aspects allow materials to report their actual performance values when performing green building analysis. Properties include light transmittance, permeability, reflectivity and thermal conductivity to name a few. Physical aspects can be used by your structural engineer to calculate actual load and strength characteristics of structural materials. If you wish to explore these properties, feel free to open the Asset Browser (there is an icon on the Material Browser, or you can use the Additional Settings drop-down on the Manage tab) and explore. Just be sure to create a "dummy" material before you begin so that you do not inadvertently change one of your project materials. Starting with the provided library should get you going in most cases. Add custom materials only after you have ruled out the out-of-the-box offerings.
Creating and Editing Materials
Let’s do a quick tutorial for modifying an existing material. If you are starting with Revit 2013, the out-of-the-box materials are all configured with an appropriate complement of assets. However, many of us are upgrading files from a previous release. There are a few challenges when doing so. When Revit upgrades a project file to the 2013 format, it will upgrade your materials but it won’t add new assets to them. This means that you may not be seeing any of the new thermal or structural characteristics in your existing files and templates. Furthermore, the Revit team has in some cases renamed existing materials, like for example brick. In previous releases, brick was named: Masonry – Brick. In the 2013 it is named Brick, Common. So even if you use Transfer Project Standards, you may have several materials that require manual attention. You can select elements in your model and swap the old materials for the new versions, rename the new versions to match the old names before transferring, or manually add the assets. In this exercise, we will look at the process to add assets. To simplify this exercise, I have provided a file which is simply a copy of the out-of-the-box 2012 template saved to 2013, but none of its materials have been adjusted yet.

1. Open the project file provided (2012Default.rvt). On the Manage tab, click the Materials button.
2. From the “In Document Materials” list, select Masonry – Brick. Keep your mouse over the selected material and note the small edit icon to the right of the selected material. Clicking this icon will open the Material Editor to edit it (see item 2 in Figure 21).
3. If the Material Editor did not open automatically, click this icon to open it.

The Material Editor is divided into a few areas. There is a preview image at the top. Beneath this is the name of the material which you can change if desired. Next to the name is a small triangle icon. As noted above, when you click this, it will twirl down to reveal the identity data (model, manufacturer, keynote, etc.) of this material. The next section lists the Assets that are part of this material. In this case, you can see that we have two: one for the Graphics aspect and another of the Appearance aspect. The section beneath this shows the properties of the selected aspect. It shows Graphic Properties by default, but if you click the Appearance aspect, the properties will change to show the Appearance Properties. We will not change any of these properties, but feel free to look them over if you like.

Note: If you are familiar with previous versions of Revit, the Graphics Aspect was previously the Graphics tab, the Appearance Aspect was previously the Appearance tab and the information formally on the Identity tab is found by expanding the small triangle next to the material name (see Figure 20).
To the right of the Assets titlebar is a menu icon. Use this to add additional Assets to this material.

4. Click the menu icon on the Assets titlebar and choose Thermal (see item 3 in Figure 21)

The “Asset Browser” will open.

The “Asset browser” is a simple browser. Items are listed in libraries on the left, select them on the right. There is a search field at the top.

5. In the Search field at the top, type Masonry and then press ENTER (see item 4 in Figure 21)

This will filter the available assets and show those that contain the keyword typed.

6. Locate Brick – Lightweight. As before, move the mouse over it and then click the small icon to the right to add it to the current material (see item 5 in Figure 21).
The Masonry – Brick material will now have the Thermal Aspect and all of its properties.

7. Click OK to dismiss the Material Browser. This will also close the Material Editor.
8. Draw a small segment of the Wall Type: *Generic - 4" Brick*.
9. Edit the Wall Type and then the Wall Structure and note the Resistance and Thermal Mass properties at the top of the “Edit Assembly” dialog (see Figure 22).

In this simple example, we focused on a thermal aspect, but you can use the same procedure to add any missing assets to a material.

To create a new material, you use a similar procedure. You can start with an existing material and duplicate it, or you can create a new one from scratch. To do this, use the small icon at the bottom of the Material Editor (shown above at the bottom right of Figure 17), or simply right-click an existing material.
Understanding and Sharing Material Libraries
One of the most exciting new features in Revit 2013 is the ability to save and share material libraries. Material libraries are external files with an ADSKLIB extension. This file will contain all information required for each material. You can store the file anywhere you like such as a network server. The best part is that once you have it loaded in your Material Browser, it remains loaded until you unload and is therefore available to any Revit project file you open. You can share the file across the office or even send it to external recipients. ADSKLIB files are usable by Revit and several other Autodesk software packages. To create or access an existing library file, use the small gear icon at the bottom of the Material Browser as shown in item 1 of Figure 23.

You can create a single master library for the entire office, or several smaller ones for particular projects or project types. Material libraries can also be loaded when working in the Family Editor, making it easy to share materials across all Revit files.
Please feel free to experiment further. Thank you for attending.

**Further Study**
You can find more information and tutorials in *The Aubin Academy Master Series: Revit Architecture*.

**Past Autodesk University Classes:**

*“Make a Strong Finish! Revit® Interiors and Finishes” by Paul F. Aubin*

*“Integrated Interior Design and Architectural Modeling and Documentation in Autodesk® Revit®” by Scott Brown*

*“The Interior Side of Revit: Documenting Interior Design Projects with Autodesk® Revit®” by Scott Brown*

I also have Revit video training available at: [www.lynda.com/trial/paubin](http://www.lynda.com/trial/paubin). I have four courses at lynda.com: Revit Essentials, Revit Family Editor, Revit Architecture Rendering and Advanced Modeling in Revit Architecture.

If you have any questions about this session or Revit in general, you can use the contact form at [www.paulaubin.com](http://www.paulaubin.com) to send me an email.

Thank you for attending. Please fill out your evaluation.